SUPPORTS OF
112 for all x£i£. We wish to characterize the set, Z7, of all supports of yp, where
Let R*+ = R n C\ {7T17T ^ 0} and consider the set 
has a solution, and thus uÇzV.
We have just demonstrated that if {xk} is bounded, then «£V\ Since | {#*} | +| {avl} | <Ztn+n, it is always possible to choose {xk} and {T k } satisfying (3) and such that | {x k } \ + \ {XkA ) | is minimal. We shall show next that if {xk}, {irk} are so chosen, then {xk} is indeed bounded, thus completing the proof. Suppose then that {xk} is not bounded, i.e., 3 a subsequence such that \xk\ -faxt-) 112 -*™, and we may assume that | Xk\ >0 for all k. Let 
